
Excellence Awards
Excellence Awards are presented to students who have performed at the highest level across 
several subjects in their schooling.  Their level of excellence is reflected in their attitude, 
attendance and performance at SIDE.

Noah Benzie-Drayton

Noah has obtained all A grades this year and excelled as an independent learner. He is 
responsible, motivated and diligent in his studies.  He contributes to class discussions and 
is well liked by his peers and staff at SIDE. Noah was overseas for some time this year for 
competition and was still able to maintain his very high standard of work.

Jasmine Henry

Jasmine has obtained all A grades this year. She is a quiet, conscientious and polite student 
who thinks and cares about others. She has a terrific work ethic and manages school and 
dance commitments exceptionally well.  She adopts a consistent  approach in all activities 
that she pursues.

Jada Huang
Jada enrolled this semester and has transitioned exceptionally well in regards to the 
level of independence required to succeed. She demonstrates an outstanding ability to 
communicate with staff and her peers.  She meets our requirements on top of her dance 
commitments and overseas competitions.  

Sophie Wells

Sophie has obtained all A grades this semester. She is a quiet achiever but actively 
participates in discussions and is well liked by staff and students. Sophie has a wonderful 
work ethic and gives her best to all that she does. 

Lucinda Schoeman

Lucinda has obtained all A grades this semester.  She has a mature and consistent approach 
to her work which she completes to a very high standard. Lucinda is pursuing her ballet in 
Sydney next year and we wish her well.

Ebony Wallin

Ebony achieved all A grades on her report. Ebony’s teachers emphasise that Ebony has an 
impressive work ethic. She is dedicated, independent with her learning and consistently 
contributes to classes in a polite and insightful manner. It is expected that Ebony will 
continue to shine. As she is certainly setting herself up for an amazing academic future. 



Chloe Ransom

Chloe is to be congratulated on her excellent achievement in all her subjects this year. She 
has applied herself in a diligent manner, working independently and consistently throughout 
the year. Chloe’s active participation in her classes and her respectful manner make her 
an excellent role model to her peers. All her teachers have commended Chloe on her 
application and determination to succeed.

Barrett Eastough

Barrett has performed consistently well, producing work of a high standard.  He is a positive, 
capable student who is to be commended on achieving impressive grades across his 
subjects.

Jasper Coombes-Watkins

Jasper is a conscientious and motivated student who enjoys contributing to Saba lessons 
and engaging with others. He is a very capable student who has achieved outstanding 
results over the year and is to be commended on his commitment to his SIDE program. 

Marcus Antonio  

A mature and diligent student, Marcus has achieved excellent results this semester. He has 
the capacity to work independently as often due to time differences, live Saba attendance is 
not possible. His teachers commend his insightful written work on forums and blogs and his 
attention to detail.

Endeavour Award
Endeavour Awards are presented to students who perform to the best of their capability in 
their schooling.  These students are recognised for their persistence and positive attitude in 
overcoming difficulties.

Chloe Coffin

Chloe has turned her year around and finished on a very positive note. Chloe made a strong 
commitment to get back on track in Semester Two with the goal of achieving enough SIDE 
points for the Platinum Award. Chloe showed her determination to complete all of her 
assessments, sought clarification via email when needed and worked very hard to keep on 
schedule, producing some awesome work in the process, especially in English. Chloe is to be 
congratulated for her efforts.



Student Services Awards
Student Services Awards are presented to students who demonstrate an outstanding 
commitment to education in a distance mode.  They are recognised for their organisation 
and participation skills in this mode of learning.

Home Based Students
Amber-Rose Baker

Amber-Rose has worked hard to overcome some challenges from last year and worked 
exceptionally well to commit to schooling and attending SIDE regularly.  This award 
recognises the progress she is making due to her persistence and hard work.

Year 9 Course Awards
The Arts   

Visual Arts Mia Haddy
 Media Arts Deianira Caro

English 
 English Noah Benzie-Drayton

Jasmine Henry

Health Education 
Health and Physical Education Chloe Ransom

Languages 
Italian Deianira Caro
Japanese Shania Cura

Mathematics Barrett Eastough

Science  Noah Benzie-Drayton

Humanities and Social Sciences Lucinda Schoeman
Noah Benzie-Drayton
Ebony Wallin

Technologies
Digital Photography  Grace Turner
Digital Technologies  Jasper Coombes-Watkins
Electronics  William Hazell
Home Economics - Textiles Deianira Caro 
Technical Graphics  Jasper Coombes-Watkins


